Cube Attain Pro Disc white´n´red 2019
Product price:

899,00 € tax included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm, 62cm,
50cm, 47cm

Product description:
Cube Attain Pro Disc white´n´red 2019
Comfort, lively handling and the reassurance of safe, powerful braking in any weather conditions that's the promise of our understated, affordable and versatile Attain Pro Disc. From the cableactuated Tektro disc brakes to the 9 speed Shimano Sora transmission, it takes its inspiration from
the race bikes used by the pros but adds a dose of real world comfort and practicality. And that's
important, because it means you don't need to be a racer to get the best out of it. A frame that
blends comfort with safe, predictable handling means that every ride will be a pleasure, whether
it's a short training blast or a longer weekend route with your riding buddies. It's all the bike you'll
ever need to get the best out of your ride time.
The secret to the Attain Pro's sublimely comfortable, safe handling is the combination of our Road
Comfort Geometry and deliberately slender seat stays, which do a great job of filtering out road
shocks to increase rider comfort. You've got to ride it to believe it. We've even specced a carbon
fork, whose vibration-absorbing baldes complement the rear end's performance to reduce rider
fatigue, even on longer rides. The Superlite 6061 aluminium chassis is built using our Smooth
Welding technique for flawless, organic tube joints. It also features a tapered head tube,
mechanically formed down tube and PressFit bottom bracket for exceptional pedalling efficiency
and safe, predictable steering. Internal cable routing adds to the sleek looks and reduces
maintenance, ensuring your gear shifts stay crisp and clean. The only thing missing? That'd be you.
frame Aluminium 6061 T6 Superlite, Double Butted, Smooth Welded, 3D Flat Mount Disc
Brake Dropouts, Road Comfort Geometry, Fender Option, 12x142mm
colour white´n´red
size 47, 50, 53, 56, 58, 60, 62
fork CUBE CSL Race Disc, Full Carbon, 1 1/8" - 1 1/4" Tapered, Flat Mount, 12x100mm
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headset FSA Z-t, Top Zero-Stack 1 1/8" (OD 44mm), Bottom Integrated 1 1/4"
stem CUBE Performance Stem Pro, 31.8mm
handlebar CUBE Compact Race Bar
handlebar tape CUBE Grip Control
rear derailleur Shimano Sora RD-R3000, 9-Speed
front derailleur Shimano Sora FD-R3000-BM, 31.8mm Clamp
shift/ brake levers Shimano Sora ST-R3000
brake system TRP Spyre MD-C610C, Flat Mount (160/160)
crankset Shimano Sora FC-R3000, 9-Speed, 50x34T, 165mm (47cm),
(50/53/56cm), 175mm (58/60/62cm)
cassette Shimano CS-HG200, 11-34T
chain KMC X9
wheelset CUBE RA 0.8 Aero Disc, 100x12mm / 142x12mm, 6-Bolt
tyres Conti Ultra Sport 2, 28-622
saddle Natural Fit Nuance Race
seat post CUBE Performance Post, 27.2mm
seatclamp CUBE Screwlock, 31.8mm
weight 10,2 kg
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